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Introduction

It is well established that age is the strongest demographic 
risk factor for breast cancer, with breast cancer incidence rates 
increasing with age.1,2 Alterations to epigenetic marks such as 
DNA methylation are early events in breast carcinogenesis, and 
these modifications may contribute to age-related increases in 
breast cancer risk.3 These altered patterns of DNA methylation 
have the ability to modify the regulation of gene expression and 
are frequently observed in the early stages of breast tumorigen-
esis.4,5 However, the relationship between molecular changes in 
normal breast tissue and etiologic risk factors, such as age, are less 
well characterized.

Normal epithelial tissues exhibit age-related patterns of DNA 
methylation, and the link between aging and changes in DNA 
methylation was initially reported for the estrogen receptor gene 
in normal human colon.6 However, DNA methylation profiles 
are tissue-specific,7,8 and while others have observed age-associ-
ated methylation changes in other tissues such as blood, prostate, 
and colon,6,9-12 the relation of age with breast tissue methylation 

is less clear. In previous work, we have shown that aging is related 
to DNA methylation in normal human tissues from 11 distinct 
anatomic sites (not including breast), and that these changes are 
dependent upon tissue type and CpG island context.7 Evidence 
from candidate gene studies has shown that aberrant methyla-
tion of tumor suppressor genes in normal breast demonstrate a 
relationship with aging and are associated with increased risk of 
breast cancer.13-15 Results from these candidate gene approaches 
are consistent with the hypothesis that DNA methylation 
alterations known to contribute to invasive disease can occur 
with aging. However, genome-wide approaches to investigate 
age-related methylation in normal breast tissues are lacking. 
Genome-wide assessment of age-related methylation allows test-
ing for whether certain genomic features may be enriched among 
regions with age-related methylation, providing insights into the 
underlying biology of age-related methylation. In addition, iden-
tification of age-associated methylation in the breast followed 
by comparison with tumor tissues may allow us to identify key 
methylation alterations that contribute to increased risk of breast 
carcinogenesis with aging.
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age is a key risk factor for breast cancer and epigenetic alterations may contribute to age-related increases in breast 
cancer risk, though the relation of age-related methylation in normal breast tissues with altered methylation in breast 
tumors is unclear. We investigated the relation of age with DNa methylation in normal breast tissues genome-wide 
using two data sets from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (GsE32393 and GsE31979). We validated our 
observations in an independent set of normal breast tissues, examined age-related methylation in normal breast for 
enrichment of genomic features, and compared age-related methylation in normal tissue with methylation alterations 
in breast tumors. Between the two array-based methylation data sets, there were 204 cpG loci with significant (P < 0.05) 
and consistent age-related methylation, 97% of which were increases in methylation. Our validation sets confirmed the 
direction of age-related DNa methylation changes in all measured regions. among the 204 age-related cpG loci, we 
observed a significant enrichment for cpG islands (P = 8.7E-6) and polycomb group protein target genes (P = 0.03). In 
addition, 24 of the 204 cpGs with age-related methylation in normal breast were significantly differentially methylated 
between normal and breast tumor tissues. We identified consistent age-related methylation changes in normal breast 
tissue that are further altered in breast tumors and may represent early events contributing to breast carcinogenesis. This 
work identifies age-related methylation in normal breast tissue and begins to deconstruct the contribution of aging to 
epigenetic alterations present in breast tumors.
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In this work we used publicly available genome-wide meth-
ylation array data from normal breast tissue to investigate DNA 
methylation patterns associated with subject age, followed by 
validation in a third independent population and a set of normal-
adjacent breast tissues from The Cancer Genome Atlas database. 
Among age-related loci, enrichment analyses for genomic fea-
tures were implemented to discern patterns that may be com-
mon among age-related methylation alterations and important 
in carcinogenesis. For instance, polycomb group proteins repress 
genes necessary for stem cell differentiation and the target genes 
of these transcriptional repressors are frequently found to be 
hypermethylated across a variety of tumor types.12,16-19 Lastly, we 
compared DNA methylation levels from disease-free breast tissue 
to breast tumors to identify candidate age-related changes with 
functional relevance for neoplastic transformation.

Results

Identification of age-related methylation in breast tissue 
from healthy subjects

To investigate DNA methylation patterns in the normal 
human breast related to subject age, we analyzed two publicly 
available GEO Human Methylation27 BeadArray data sets that 
measured methylation in normal breast tissues from breast can-
cer-free subjects. A summary of subject age for data sets used in 
this study is shown in Table 1. The scheme of our analysis strat-
egy for identifying age-related CpG loci is depicted in Figure 1.

We modeled the association of DNA methylation with age in 
normal breast tissue from each GEO data set in an array-wide 
locus-by-locus analysis. From GSE32393 (n = 23), 2318 CpG 
loci were significantly (P < 0.05) associated with subject age, 
and from GSE31979 (n = 15), 4458 CpG loci were significantly  
(P < 0.05) associated with subject age. Between these two sets 
of CpG loci with significant age-related methylation, 204 CpGs 
were shared and directionally consistent (Table S1). Among the 
204 CpGs with significant and consistent age-related methyla-
tion 197 (97%) exhibited increased methylation as a function of 
age.

Genomic feature enrichment among CpGs with age-related 
methylation

To further investigate age-related methylation in the breast 
we assessed the potential enrichment of local sequence and bio-
informatics features among the 204 CpG loci with age-related 
methylation in normal breast. Through an analysis of molecu-
lar pathways using DAVID we surveyed whether any biologic 
functions were enriched among loci with age-related methyla-
tion. After correcting for multiple comparisons no DAVID pro-
cesses were significantly enriched among the 204 age-related loci. 
Next, since ERα is known to be a master transcriptional regu-
lator in the breast,20 we tested for enrichment of ERα binding 
sites near the age-related CpG loci. None of the age-related CpG 
loci were found to be within 1 KB of ERα binding sites, though 
the Human Methylation27 BeadArray is relatively depleted 
(275/27 578 CpG loci or 0.99%) of CpG loci within 1 KB of 
ERα binding sites in T47D cells. Next, we examined the dis-
tribution of age-related CpG loci in canonical CpG islands and 

observed a significant enrichment of CpG island loci among age-
related CpGs (P = 8.7E-6, Table 2A). Further, age-related CpG 
loci were significantly more likely to exhibit increased age-related 
methylation (P < 0.008), than decreased age-related methylation. 
Lastly, we tested for enrichment of polycomb group protein tar-
get genes (PCGTs) among CpGs with age-related methylation. 
We observed substantial PCGT methylation enrichment among 
loci that demonstrated age-related methylation in normal breast 
tissue (P = 0.028, Table 2B; Table S2).

Validation of age-related methylation
To confirm observed associations between age and methyla-

tion, selected age-related loci were pyrosequenced in an indepen-
dent set of disease-free breast tissues from the NDRI (n = 20). 
Two of the seven CpG loci, CSNK1G2 and IGFBP3, reached 
statistical significance for age-related methylation (P = 0.001,  
P = 0.002), and age-related methylation was validated for two 
other loci, RGS17 (P = 0.06) and RBM13 (P = 0.1). Consistent 
directional age-related methylation was observed for all seven 
CpG loci in our independent set of normal breast tissues (Table 3; 
Fig. S1).

We then sought additional validation of selected loci with 
age-related methylation and accessed DNA methylation data 
from tumor-adjacent normal breast tissue samples in TCGA  
(n = 96). Six of the seven CpG loci passed TCGA QA/QC and 
were available in the TCGA methylation data set. Three of these 
six CpG loci had significant age-related methylation; CSNK1G2 
(P = 0.008), RBM13 (P = 0.045), and MME (P = 0.037). Another 
CpG locus—associated with RGS17—exhibited age-related 
methylation (P = 0.07) (Table S3).

Comparing age-related methylation in normal breast with 
breast tumor methylation

Among CpGs with age-related methylation changes in the 
normal breast, we next compared methylation at these sites 
between normal and tumor tissues. Breast tumor methylation 
data was available from GSE32393 (n = 114) and GSE31979  
(n = 103). Logistic regression models for tumor status were fit 
to arcsine square root transformed β values for each of CpG 
loci on the arrays separately in the two data sets, adjusting for 
age. Overall, the two data sets shared 7403 CpG loci that were 
consistently and significantly (P < 0.05) different between breast 
tumor and disease-free tissues. As we observed in the age-related 
loci, there was also a substantial PCGT methylation enrichment 
among loci that demonstrated significant differences between 
breast tumor and disease-free tissue (P = 1.4E-28, Table S4; 
Fig. S2). Among the 204 CpG loci with age-related methylation 

Table 1. summary statistics of subject age among disease-free breast 
tissue data sets

Age, years
GSE32393 

(n = 23)
GSE31979 

(n = 15)
NDRI  

(n = 20)

Median 46 51 54.5

Mean 47.6 52.7 49.7

standard 
deviation

14.8 6.8 20.9

Range 19–75 46–68 13–80
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in normal breast, 24 CpG loci possessed significant differences 
in DNA methylation between tumor and disease-free breast in 
a direction consistent with the age-related change (Table S5). 
Figure 2 shows the comparison of normal breast and breast 
tumor methylation for the seven CpG loci selected for indepen-
dent validation and demonstrates hypermethylation in tumors of 
CpG loci with age-related methylation in normal breast tissue. 
CpGs associated with IGFBP3 and RBM13 did not exhibit sig-
nificantly increased methylation in tumors compared with nor-
mal breast for both GEO data sets. However, DNA methylation 
has been shown to be related with molecular subtypes of breast 
cancer including estrogen receptor (ER) status.21,22 When strati-
fying tumor methylation by ER status, CpGs associated with 
IGFBP3 and RBM13 exhibit significantly increased methylation 
in ER+ breast tumors (P < 0.05), compared with normal breast 
tissue in both GEO data sets (Fig. 3; Table S6).

Discussion

Epigenetic control of gene expression (and gene expres-
sion potential) is essential for cell specificity and function. 
Deregulation of epigenetic control mechanisms, such as DNA 
methylation have been observed in both age and tissue-dependent 
manners, and associated with disease states such as cancer.7,23 
Evidence suggests that DNA methylation alterations are involved 
with aging-related processes and contribute to an increase in age-
related disease susceptibility. Thus, characterizing age-dependent 
DNA methylation changes that occur in non-pathologic breast 
tissue and comparing them with alterations present in tumors 
may expose novel links between the aging process and breast 
carcinogenesis. We identified CpG loci whose methylation var-
ies with age in disease-free breast tissues. Among CpG sites 
with age-related methylation, we observed enrichment for CpG 

islands and polycomb group gene targets (PCGTs). Importantly, 
CpG loci with age-related methylation increases in normal breast 
tissue were hypermethylated in breast tumors, suggesting that 
age-related methylation may contribute to increased risk of cel-
lular transformation.

It is now recognized that factors such as exposure to car-
cinogens, inflammation, and diet are related with altered DNA 
methylation.24-26 However, the mechanisms contributing to 
DNA methylation alterations are unclear. Changes to DNA 
methylation patterns credited to aging may reflect the total of 
an accumulation of exposures, stochastic events, reduced meth-
yltransferase enzyme fidelity, and truly age-specific alterations. 
DNA methylation patterns of disease-free breast tissue would 
thus be expected to vary among individuals, especially with a 
wide range of subject ages. The identification of age-related CpG 
loci and mechanisms that direct the specific patterning of age-
related DNA methylation in disease-free breast tissue is useful 
for understanding changes that result from aging, but that have 
not yet resulted in a pathologic phenotype. To expose age-related 
alterations, we first characterized variations in CpG methylation 
that are consistently associated with aging through analysis of 
two separate genome-wide data sets. Our data suggests that there 
may be common genomic regions that are particularly susceptible 
to changes in DNA methylation over time in disease-free breast 
tissue and in cancer. Alternatively, our results could indicate that 
certain regions and genes may be enriched for age-related meth-
ylation due to cellular selection that preserves particular patterns 
of stochastically acquired methylation alterations.

Enrichment for age-related DNA methylation in CpG islands 
and PCGTs in breast tissues is consistent with prior investiga-
tions in other tissue types.7,12,16,17 In the independent disease-
free breast population we observed that both our statistically 
validated CpG loci, IGFBP3 and CSNK1G2, are located within 

Figure 1. Diagram of the analysis strategy used in identifying cpG loci with age-related methylation in normal breast tissue.
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CpG islands and near to transcriptional start sites (CSNK1G2 = 
53 bp and IGFBP3 = 530 bp to the TSS), in addition, IGFBP3 
is also a PCGT. It remains unclear whether there are additional 
regulatory features of the IGFBP3 and CSNK1G2 loci that may 
be responsible for the robust relationship between methylation 
and age across populations and future investigations are needed 
to more precisely identify the genomic regions that may be pref-
erentially deregulated with age. Methylation of PCGTs with age 
and in cancers has been observed across other tissue types. Given 
that PCGTs are epigenetically regulated during differentiation 
and are deregulated in cancer, enrichment of PCGTs among our 
age-related loci suggests that aging may contribute to cancer risk 
through methylation-induced dysregulation of cell fate transi-
tions, allowing increased cellular plasticity, adaptability, and sur-
vival potential.

The plasticity of the epigenome, in the absence of disease 
state, is highlighted by the observation that DNA methylation 
patterns can be altered in people without cancer as a consequence 
of aging.7,27 These methylation changes with age, that have yet 
to result in disease, may further perpetuate the aging process 
in the breast by disrupting the activity of critical proteins. For 
instance, the deregulation of the IGF-1 axis has been implicated 
in the aging process and the IGFBP3 protein, whose gene is sub-
jected to an age-related increase in methylation in the disease-free 
breast, is known to regulate IGF activity.28 Several studies have 

also demonstrated that circulating levels of IGFBP3 decrease 
with age in both male and female populations.28-30 Methylation 
of IGFBP3 with aging may, in part, be responsible for reduced 
levels of the IGFBP3 protein in older individuals. As a result, this 
age-related methylation alteration might have a significant con-
tribution to the aging process and longevity through disruption 
of the IGF-1 axis. Accordingly, in the examination of non-patho-
logic tissues there are likely to be DNA methylation changes that 
occur as a function of age that may or may not increase risk of 
carcinogenesis. In contrast to bystander events, candidate gene 
studies have exposed disease-relevant methylation variations for 
women with higher breast cancer risk. Disease-free women with 
higher risk of breast cancer (based on the Gail model), had higher 
levels of methylation in normal breast tissue at selected tumor 
suppressor genes compared with disease-free women with low 
risk.15 In our study, to discern whether regions of the epigenome 
with age-related DNA methylation in normal breast are relevant 
to disease etiology, we compared DNA methylation at these 
regions between normal breast and breast tumors. Indeed, our 
results demonstrate that CpG loci with age-related methylation 
alterations in disease-free breast are hypermethylated in breast 
tumors, suggesting that age-related DNA methylation alterations 
may precede carcinogenesis or indicate an increased susceptibil-
ity to cellular transformation. In disease-free breast tissues one 
would not expect genomic instability or extensive aberrant gene 

Table 2. cpGs among the 204 age-related loci in the normal breast are enriched for localization to cpG Islands (A) and polycomb group target genes 
(PcGT) (B)

A

CpG island CpG island Non CpG island

all array cpGs 20 006 (72%) 7572 (28%)

age-related cpGs 175 (86%) 29 (14%) P value = 8.7E-6*

*Fisher exact test

B

Polycomb group target gene (PCGT) PCGT target Non PCGT target

all array cpGs 3610 (13%) 23 968 (87%)

age-related cpGs 38 (19%) 166 (81%) P value = 0.028*

*Fisher exact test

Table 3. cpG loci selected for validation of DNa methylation relationship with subject age

Discovery Validation

Gene CpG Island status
Direction of 
association 

w/ age

P value 
GSE32393

P value 
GSE31979

Direction of 
association 

w/ age NDRI

P value 
NDRI

Illumina cg ID Chromosome

CSNK1G2 cpG Island + 0.033 0.029 + 0.001 cg26776924 19

IGFBP3 cpG Island + 0.011 0.011 + 0.002 cg22083798 7

RGS17 cpG Island + 0.002 0.040 + 0.06 cg23651356 6

RBM13 cpG Island + 0.009 0.025 + 0.10 cg23663332 8

MME Non cpG Island + 0.002 0.006 + 0.18 cg23273897 3

PAX9 cpG Island - 0.047 0.035 - 0.40 cg26620157 14

PEPP-2 Non cpG Island - 0.028 0.017 - 0.62 cg15465321 X 
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expression. Consistent with our results, the age-related meth-
ylation changes we observed in disease-free breast tissues were 
relatively moderate and likely reflect an increase in a population 
of cells in normal tissue that have become poised for neoplastic 
transformation. We postulate that disruption in the regulation 
of disease-relevant genes could represent common epigenetic 
changes in a subpopulation of normal cells that contribute to 
increase the risk of breast carcinogenesis with aging. In fact, 
among the 24 CpG loci that possessed significant differences 
in DNA methylation between tumor and disease-free breast in a 
direction consistent with the age-related change there were sev-
eral genes whose deregulation have previously been shown to play 
crucial roles in carcinogenesis. For example, hypermethylation 
has been shown in the promoter region of the putative tumor-
suppressors ADAMTS18, EDNRB, PLA2R1 in several human 
tumors;31-33 copy number loss of MME and KCNK12 genes are 
frequent events in sporadic breast cancer;34,35 and PEPP2, which 
experienced a loss of methylation with increasing age and fur-
ther loss in tumors, is a purported cancer-promoting gene.36 

Additionally, we observed that there 
is specificity for some DNA methyla-
tion alterations among ER positive 
tumors compared with disease-free 
breast tissue. For instance, insulin-
like growth factor binding protein 
3 (IGFBP3) encodes a protein that 
binds insulin-like growth factor-I 
to block its antiapoptotic actions, 
and the aberrant methylation of this 
putative tumor suppressor gene has 
been observed in ER positive breast 
cancer.37,38 It is therefore reasonable 
to suggest that age-related shifts in 
methylation may not only confer 
greater cancer risk, but some shifts 
may confer a stronger predisposi-
tion to a particular tumor subtype 
depending upon tissue context and 
patterning of age-related alterations.

The precise mechanisms under-
lying age-related alterations to the 
breast epigenome remain incom-
pletely clear and most investigations 
to probe the contribution of DNA 
methylation alterations in breast biol-
ogy have predominantly focused on 
tumors. There is a resulting paucity 
of genome-wide methylation data 
that has been published on non-
diseased breast tissue. Hence, one 
potential limitation in this analysis 
is the low statistical power due to 
small sample sizes. In an attempt to 
mitigate this limitation, we analyzed 
two separate data sets in our discov-
ery step and validated selected loci 

with consistent results in an independent set of normal breast 
tissues and using TCGA tumor-adjacent normal breast tissues. 
Together, these data indicate that the CpG sites we observed 
to exhibit age-related methylation have consistent methylation 
changes across several populations. Another consideration when 
studying breast tissue is modest age-related increases in adipose 
tissue,39 as cell-type-specific DNA methylation could influence 
results. However, we observed further increases in methylation 
among breast tumors compared with loci with age-related meth-
ylation disease-free breast tissue, suggesting that the observed 
age-related methylation in normal breast is not adipocyte-
specific. Finally, although age may reflect an accumulation of 
exposures, in this study we were not able to examine the relation 
of methylation with other known breast cancer risk factors or 
exposures. Future population-based studies are needed to inves-
tigate the relation of DNA methylation with breast cancer risk 
factors such as reproductive history, body mass index, and fam-
ily history of disease in normal breast tissue and their relation to 
methylation alterations in breast tumors.

Figure  2. age-related cpG loci in disease-free vs. tumor tissue for cpG loci selected for validation. 
comparison of normal breast (N) with breast tumor (T) DNa methylation among cpG loci selected for 
validation. Frozen breast cancer tissues that were excised from patients prior to treatment and con-
firmed to have more than 50% epithelial cells from GsE32393 (n = 114) (A) and GsE31979 (n = 103) (B) 
were tested for a difference against normal tissues using logistic regression analyses for tumor status 
and arcsine square root transformed β-values adjusting for age (*P < 0.05).
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We have provided evidence for 
variation in disease-free breast meth-
ylation that is related to aging. We 
extended our investigation of these 
methylation alterations to breast 
tumor tissues, and observed com-
mon biology of epigenetic alterations 
that exist between cancer and aging. 
Cancer and aging are tightly intercon-
nected processes, and our approach 
identified methylation alterations 
present in the normal aging breast 
methylome that may increase dis-
ease risk in cancer-free individuals. 
Age-related methylation changes 
in disease-free breast that also are 
present in tumors offer additional 
insights into the relation among epi-
genetic alterations, aging, and breast 
carcinogenesis.

Materials and Methods

Tissues and study subjects
We accessed two genome-wide 

DNA methylation data sets from 
the Gene Expression Omnibus 
that included normal breast tis-
sues (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/geo/, Accession numbers 
GSE32393 and GSE31979), con-
sisting of 23 (GSE32393) and 15 
(GSE31979) reduction mammoplasty 
specimens from disease-free women. 
For independent validation, fresh-
frozen disease-free breast tissue was 
obtained from 20 subjects sourced 
from the National Disease Research 
Interchange (NDRI). For additional 
in silico validation, level 3 DNA 
methylation data for 96 tumor-adjacent normal breast samples 
were downloaded from TCGA repository (http://cancerge-
nome.nih.gov).40 GSE32393 and GSE31979 also contain breast 
tumor methylation data, for 114 and 103 tumors respectively, 
these data were used to compare tumor and normal breast DNA 
methylation.

DNA isolation, bisulfite modification, PCR, and pyrose-
quencing analysis

DNA was extracted from fresh-frozen NDRI subject breast 
tissue using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit according to 
the manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen, 69504) and quanti-
fied via a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, 
ND-2000). Genomic DNA was bisulfite modified using the 
EZ DNA Methylation Kit (Zymo Research, D5002) in adher-
ence with the manufacturer’s protocol. CpG targets for pyrose-
quencing analysis were selected from CpG loci rank-ordered by 

magnitude of association with age in both GEO data sets. First, 
the 204 age-related loci were sorted by regression coefficient 
value, and CpGs whose range of methylation among samples 
exceeded Δβ > 0.1 were considered for validation. The top ten 
CpG loci with increased age-related methylation and the top 
five CpG loci with decreased age-related methylation that met 
these criteria were selected for pyrosequencing assay design 
using the PyroMark Assay Design software 2.0.1.15 (Qiagen). 
Pyrosequencing assays whose design scores were >70 (five with 
age-related increases, and two with age-related decreases) were 
pursued for independent validation. PCR primer sequences and 
sequencing primer sequences are listed in Table S7. Methylation 
data from bisulfite pyrosequencing of selected CpGs in the NDRI 
samples were processed using the PyroMark CpG software 
(Qiagen) under the default analysis parameters and the data was 
exported for additional analyses in the R software environment.

Figure  3. Tumor subtype specific age-related cpG loci in disease-free vs. ER positive tumor tissue. 
comparison of estrogen receptor positive breast tumor DNa methylation to normal breast tissues at the 
IGFBP3 (A) and RBM13 (B) associated cpG loci in GsE32393 and GsE31979. Logistic regression analyses for 
tumor status, using only estrogen receptor (ER) positive tumors (GsE32393: ER+ = 76 tumors, GsE31979: 
ER+ = 50 tumors), were tested for a difference against normal tissues modeling arcsine square root trans-
formed β-values (*P < 0.05).
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Statistical analysis
All methylation data were analyzed using the R statistical 

package, version 2.15.2 (www.r-project.org). To identify age-
related CpG loci linear regression models were applied array-
wide in locus-by-locus analyses separately in the two GEO data 
sets by modeling arcsine square root transformed methylation as 
the response for variance stabilization and normality consider-
ations41 and subject age as the independent variable. An associa-
tion was considered significant where P < 0.05. To reduce type 
I error in these smaller subject populations, the intersection of 
CpG loci between the two data sets that were directionally con-
sistent and significantly associated with age were used in subse-
quent analyses. Linear regression models were also used for the 
validation analyses of the select CpG loci in the NDRI popula-
tion, modeling percent methylation from pyrosequencing as the 
response and NDRI subject age as the independent variable. For 
in silico validation of select CpG loci, level 3 normalized Illumina 
Infinium Human Methylation450 BeadChip data from TCGA 
was used modeling arcsine square root transformed methylation 
as the response variable and subject age as the independent vari-
able. The Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated 
Discovery was used for an analysis of molecular pathways.42,43 In 
the DAVID analysis, the set of genes represented on the Illumina 
HumanMethylation27 array was used as the referent set, and the 
set of genes associated with age-related CpG loci was the gene 
set tested. Enrichment analyses of sequence and genomic features 
among age-related CpG loci were performed using the two-tailed 

Fisher exact tests. CpG Island status was taken from the Illumina 
HumanMethylation27 annotation file and the polycomb group 
(PcG) target status for a given CpG loci was based on whether 
the gene associated with that CpG was described as a PcG tar-
get in previously published works.44-47 Estrogen Receptor α tran-
scription factor binding sites were identified from ERα ChIP-Seq 
experiments in T47D cells and presence of a CpG within 1 KB 
of these regions was queried.48 To compare breast tumor and nor-
mal breast DNA methylation, tumor methylation data from the 
same GEO data sets was modeled using logistic regression where 
tumor status was the response, fit to arcsine square root trans-
formed β-values and adjusting for subject age. A stratified analysis 
of estrogen receptor positive tumors vs. normal breast methylation 
also was performed. Associations where P < 0.05 were considered 
to be statistically significant.
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